Foolish me
Life in Full Colour
I can choose to view my life in
black and white
However if I put black and white
next to one another they cause a
grey area do they not?
Therefore I choose to view my life
in full colour
So that where the colours meet,
new shades and hues are tinted
This makes my view of life so much
more beautiful
It ensures that each new day will
be a colour adventure.

that honeyed tongue
that speaks so sweetly
moves my heart
draws me in
with its syrupiness
just as quickly
lashes out
and cuts through
my heart and soul
leaving scars that never heal
foolish me
to allow that honey salve to deceive
me
into thinking it can ease the pain
when it does naught but distract
as it entices and promises
until it lashes
then the whip cuts
and my heart is patterned
to and fro with innumerable gashes
foolish me

New Day

Silent Scream

The Date is just a number
On a calendar
A simple 1, 2, 3
The Date is just a number
On a calendar
Why does it so affect me?
The Date repeats itself
Every year
The events of The Date whisper
In my ear
Look at The Day, however
It does not care
What last year brought
It wasn't there
Focus on The Day
And not on The Date
It's the New Day that matters
The old is too late

My heart is screaming
Tortured pain
Will it ever be the same again?
It: my heart
and
It: my life
Rending, tearing, anguished strife
You say you've watched
You say you've seen
But can you hear?
No
It is silent
It is silent within
It roars through me
It tears through me
This constant, gnawing, silent
scream

Senses
It is not enough just to see you
To see you is blindness compared to
absorbing
Every detail of your face, your
mouth, your eyes
It is not enough just to hear you
To hear you is deafness compared
to absorbing
Every sound you make, your voice,
your laugh
It is not enough just to touch you
To touch you is intangible compared to feeling
The textures of your skin, your hair,
your heat
It is not enough just to smell you
I need to smell you and taste you so
that
The essence of you becomes palpable

It is not enough just to be with you
To truly experience you requires all
of my senses
So that when I am away from you
You are in effect still with me

